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At-A-Glance

UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS FOR GUESTS AND HOTEL OPERATIONS

Challenges
•	 Aging	PBX	systems. Many hotels have aging PBX solutions that are now up for 

replacement. Hotels are looking for new, lower-cost options that can also bring 
additional functionality to guest experience and the back office.

•	 The	need	for	on-premises	solutions. Cloud-based solutions are still maturing and 
many properties cannot reliably connect to the cloud. A voice solution that is located 
on property and that has a small footprint is needed.

•	 Meeting	global	growth. As hotels expand around the world, they need a standard 
solution that can be used anywhere in the world. Cisco’s global presence provides 
that capability.

Figure	1. Unified Guest and Hotel Operations Voice Services

Benefits	of	Unified	Hospitality	Business	Solutions
As Figure 1 illustrates, benefits of unified solutions for hotels include:

•	 Guest	rooms. Provide voice services for the hotel guest rooms through voice-over-
IP (VoIP), analog phones, and select industry-standard third-party hotel phones.

•	 House	voice	and	video. Public-area voice and video services for guests in common 
areas such as lobbies, hallways, pool areas, and conference centers.

•	 Hotel	operations. Full back-office collaboration using voice, video, messaging, and 
mobility, including Wi-Fi enabled devices.

The	Cisco	Unified	Hotel	Communications	Solution
The Cisco Unified Hotel Communications solution provides a unified communications 
platform for the entire property, with voice, video, messaging and voicemail 
for both hotel guests and hotel operations With its small footprint, the Cisco 
solution is completely integrated into a network router that monitors and manages 
communications for an exceptional user experience.

Guest rooms get both analog and VoIP voice services with voicemail, group 
messaging, wakeup calls, intra-room calling, and E-91, as well as advanced 
capabilities such as hotel service integration with the phone for guest services,  
in-room dining, and so on.

Property	Management	Systems	(PMS)	Integration	with	Full		
Call	Accounting
Back of the house communications services incorporate desk phones, Wi-Fi phones 
to keep staff mobile, mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets, and messaging 
and video functionality for collaboration in running the property and meeting guest 
requests. Additional features include Auto-Attendant, Desktop Call Control, Interactive 
Voice Response (IVR), XML, and Voice Gateway.
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Figure 2 summarizes additional technology advantages, which include: 

•	 Keeping property communications close to the network allows the communications 
traffic to be optimized depending on traffic type — voice, video or data. This 
improves the user experience for both the hotel guest and hotel staff.

•	 Integrated server blade computing capabilities on the router allow other hotel 
applications to be virtualized, managed, and run on the same router, giving 
applications full cloud-computing optimized connectivity and further decreasing the 
hardware requirements on property.

•	 Full WAN optimization lowers hotel connectivity costs as network traffic is 
compressed, managed, and monitored, allowing the hotel to move more voice, 
video, and data traffic over the same connection and freeing more bandwidth for 
more cloud-based services.

Figure	2. Hotel Unified Communications in a Single Platform

For	More	Information
Visit: http://www.cisco.com/go/hospitality.
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